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(54) MOUNTING STRUCTURE OF VEHICLE PERIPHERY MONITORING DEVICE

(57) There is provided a mounting structure of a ve-
hicle periphery monitoring device (30), the structure in-
cluding (i) a front bumper reinforcement (14) of a vehicle,
(ii) a headlamp (20) having a lamp housing (22), the head-
lamp being disposed further in a vehicle body upward
direction than the front bumper reinforcement and at an
outward end section in the vehicle width direction of the
vehicle, (iii) a vehicle component (36) disposed further
in a vehicle body downward direction than the headlamp,

and (iv) a vehicle periphery monitoring device disposed
further in a vehicle body downward direction than a lower
surface of the lamp housing, the vehicle periphery mon-
itoring device separated by a first gap (S1) from an out-
ward end surface (14A) in the vehicle width direction of
the front bumper reinforcement, and being separated by
a second gap (S2) from an upward end surface (38A) of
the vehicle component.
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Description

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a mounting
structure of a vehicle periphery monitoring device.

Related Art

[0002] There is known from the past a configuration
where, in order to reduce a load on a pedestrian received
from a vehicle during a collision between the vehicle and
the pedestrian, a sensor that detects an object of a ve-
hicle periphery (a vehicle periphery monitoring device)
is mounted not on a vehicle body skeletal member, but
on an inner surface of a bumper cover or on a bumper
retainer that are made of a resin. Reference should be
made to, for example, Japanese Patent Application Laid-
Open Publication No. 2007-106199.
[0003] However, in this kind of mounting structure,
there is a possibility that, for example, even during a mi-
nor collision of the vehicle or during a collision on a region
separated from the sensor, a misalignment ends up oc-
curring in an installation state such as a position or angle
of the sensor. Moreover, in this kind of mounting struc-
ture, in order to measure the likes of the position or angle
of the sensor, it is required to configure at least a sensor
peripheral section of the bumper cover as a detachable
structure, and there is a possibility that design of the ve-
hicle ends up being affected.

SUMMARY

[0004] The present disclosure obtains a mounting
structure of a vehicle periphery monitoring device that
can reduce a load on a pedestrian received from a vehicle
during a collision between the vehicle and the pedestrian,
and in which it is difficult for a misalignment to occur in
a position or angle of the vehicle periphery monitoring
device.
[0005] A first aspect of the present disclosure is a
mounting structure of a vehicle periphery monitoring de-
vice, including (i) a front bumper reinforcement that ex-
tends along a vehicle width direction and is disposed in
a frontward end section at a vehicle body of a vehicle,
(ii) a headlamp having a lamp housing, a light source
being housed in the lamp housing, the headlamp being
disposed further in a vehicle body upward direction than
the front bumper reinforcement and at an outward end
section in the vehicle width direction of the vehicle, (iii) a
vehicle component disposed further in a vehicle body
downward direction than the headlamp, and (iv) a vehicle
periphery monitoring device disposed further in a vehicle
body downward direction than a lower surface of the lamp
housing, the vehicle periphery monitoring device sepa-
rated by a first gap in the vehicle width direction from an

outward end surface in the vehicle width direction of the
front bumper reinforcement, and being separated by a
second gap in a vehicle body vertical direction from an
upward end surface of the vehicle component, the vehicle
periphery monitoring device detecting an object front-
wards and outwards in the vehicle width direction of the
vehicle.
[0006] Due to the above-described first aspect, a ve-
hicle periphery monitoring device, that detects an object
frontwards and outwards in a vehicle width direction of a
vehicle, is disposed further in a vehicle body downward
direction than a lower surface of a lamp housing and is
separated by the first gap in the vehicle width direction
from the outward end surface in the vehicle width direc-
tion of a front bumper reinforcement, and being separat-
ed by the second gap in a vehicle body vertical direction
from the upward end surface of a vehicle component.
[0007] Therefore, even if the pedestrian collides with
a front section of the vehicle, it is difficult for a reaction
force from the vehicle periphery monitoring device to act
on the pedestrian, and the load on the pedestrian re-
ceived from the vehicle is reduced.
[0008] In addition, a second aspect of the present dis-
closure is the mounting structure of the vehicle periphery
monitoring device according to the above-described first
aspect, wherein an installation angle in planar view of
the vehicle periphery monitoring device is assumed to
be an angle at which a detecting region in which the object
is detected does not interfere with a turning region of a
front wheel.
[0009] Due to the above-described second aspect, an
installation angle in planar view of the vehicle periphery
monitoring device is assumed to be an angle at which a
detecting region in which the object is detected does not
interfere with the turning region of a front wheel. There-
fore, it is prevented that the front wheel is misdetected
as the object by the vehicle periphery monitoring device.
[0010] A third aspect of the present disclosure is the
mounting structure of the vehicle periphery monitoring
device according to the above-described first and second
aspects, wherein the vehicle periphery monitoring device
is attached to a bracket, the bracket suspends down-
wardly in the vehicle vertical direction from the lower sur-
face of the lamp housing.
[0011] Due to the above-described third aspect, since
the vehicle periphery monitoring device is attached to the
bracket that suspends from the lower surface of the lamp
housing, it is more difficult for a misalignment to occur in
a position or angle of the vehicle periphery monitoring
device, compared to in a configuration where the vehicle
periphery monitoring device is provided on an inner sur-
face of a bumper cover, for example.
[0012] Due to the first aspect, a load on a pedestrian
received from a vehicle during a collision between the
vehicle and the pedestrian can be reduced.
[0013] Due to the second aspect, it can be prevented
that a front wheel is misdetected as an object by the ve-
hicle periphery monitoring device.
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[0014] Due to the third aspect, it can be made more
difficult for a misalignment to occur in a position or angle
of a vehicle periphery monitoring device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] An exemplary embodiment of the present dis-
closure will be described in detail based on the following
figures, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing a front section
of a vehicle including a mounting structure according
to the present embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view showing enlarged the
front section of the vehicle including the mounting
structure according to the present embodiment;
Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing a headlamp and
a sensor configuring the mounting structure accord-
ing to the present embodiment;
Fig. 4 is a bottom plan view showing the headlamp
and the sensor configuring the mounting structure
according to the present embodiment;
Fig. 5 is a plan view showing schematically the
mounting structure according to the present embod-
iment;
Fig. 6 is a side view showing schematically the
mounting structure according to the present embod-
iment; and
Fig. 7 is a plan view showing a state where the sensor
of the vehicle including the mounting structure ac-
cording to the present embodiment detects a cross-
ing vehicle.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] An embodiment according to the present dis-
closure will be described in detail below based on the
drawings. Note that for convenience of explanation, an
arrow UP, an arrow FR, and an arrow RH appropriately
indicated in each of the drawings are assumed to be,
respectively, a vehicle upward direction, a vehicle front-
ward direction, and a vehicle rightward direction. More-
over, in the description below, when directions of
up/down, front/rear, and left/right are described, these
are assumed to indicate up/down in a vehicle vertical
direction, front/rear in a vehicle front-rear direction, and
left/right in a vehicle left-right direction (vehicle width di-
rection), unless otherwise specifically stated.
[0017] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, a mounting structure
10 of a sensor 30 serving as a vehicle periphery moni-
toring device according to the present embodiment in-
cludes a front bumper reinforcement 14, made of a metal,
which is extended in the vehicle width direction to be
disposed in a frontward end section of a vehicle 12. The
front bumper reinforcement 14 is installed, via a crash
box 16 (refer to Fig. 5), in front end sections of a left/right
pair of front side members (illustration of which is omit-
ted), and is formed in a rectangular closed cross-section-

al shape in a cross-sectional view orthogonal to the ve-
hicle width direction.
[0018] Moreover, the mounting structure 10 according
to the present embodiment includes a headlamp 20 dis-
posed further in a vehicle body upward direction than the
front bumper reinforcement 14 and at an outward end
section in the vehicle width direction of the vehicle 12.
As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the headlamp 20 has a lamp
housing 22 formed in a casing shape by a resin material,
and an unillustrated light source, reflector, lens, and so
on, are housed in the lamp housing 22.
[0019] In addition, the lamp housing 22 is hermetically
sealed and has a waterproof property. Moreover, a front
wall of the lamp housing 22 is configured as a transparent
outer lens 23. A resin material resistant to damage such
as cracking is adopted in the outer lens 23, and the outer
lens 23 undergoes the likes of a surface treatment having
an ultraviolet absorbing function (ultraviolet degradation
resistance) or a surface treatment inhibiting scratching.
[0020] This outer lens 23 is configured so as to be ex-
posed from a space surrounded by an unillustrated front
bumper cover, front fender panel, and closed-state en-
gine hood, and so as to transmit light that has been gen-
erated from the light source to be reflected by the reflector
and made into a light beam by the lens. This results in a
configuration whereby a certain region on a vehicle body
frontward of the vehicle 12 is illuminated.
[0021] Moreover, as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 6, the
mounting structure 10 according to the present embod-
iment includes a control device (ECU) 36, serving as a
vehicle component, which is disposed further in a vehicle
body downward direction than the headlamp 20 (sensor
30). The control device 36 is housed in a cover body 38,
made of a resin, configured in a substantially rectangular
box shape, and is electrically connected to the sensor
30, and so on. In other words, there is a configuration
whereby information detected by the sensor 30 is trans-
mitted to the control device 36.
[0022] Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 1 to 6, the
mounting structure 10 according to the present embod-
iment includes the sensor 30 having a radar function that
detects an object more frontwards to an outer side in the
vehicle width direction of the vehicle 12 than a turning
region (shown by an imaginary line R in Fig. 5) of a front
wheel 40. As shown in Figs. 2 to 4, the sensor 30 is
housed in a cover body 32, made of a resin, configured
in a substantially rectangular box shape, and is provided
vertically downwardly, via a bracket 24 made of a resin,
on a lower surface of a lower wall 22A of the lamp housing
22.
[0023] Describing in detail, the bracket 24 has a flat
plate shaped supporting wall 26 whose front surface is
directed frontwards to an outer side in the vehicle width
direction, and a plurality of (for example, three) through
holes (illustration of which is omitted) are formed in cer-
tain places in an outer peripheral section of the supporting
wall 26. Moreover, a total of three leg sections 34 pro-
truding to a vehicle body upward and to an outward and
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an inward in the vehicle width direction are integrally
formed in, respectively, an upper wall and both of left and
right side walls of the cover body 32 housing the sensor
30, and through holes (illustration of which is omitted)
are respectively formed in tips of each of the leg sections
34.
[0024] Therefore, the cover body 32 housing the sen-
sor 30 is attached to the supporting wall 26 of the bracket
24 by being overlaid on the front surface of the supporting
wall 26 such that each of the through holes of each of
the leg sections 34 are communicated with each of the
through holes of the supporting wall 26, and by a bolt 18
being inserted in each of the through holes from a vehicle
body frontward to be screwed into a nut (illustration of
which is omitted).
[0025] In addition, a flat plate section 28 configured in
substantially a right angled triangular shape in bottom
plan view shown in Fig. 4 is integrally formed continuously
with the supporting wall 26, in an upper end section of
the bracket 24. In other words, this bracket 24 is formed
in substantially an inverted "L" shape in side view, and
through holes (illustration of which is omitted) are respec-
tively formed in each of apex portions (that is, three plac-
es) of the flat plate section 28. Moreover, a plurality of
(three) through holes (illustration of which is omitted) cor-
responding to each of the through holes of the flat plate
section 28 are formed in substantially a central portion
in the vehicle width direction in the lower surface of the
lower wall 22A of the lamp housing 22.
[0026] Therefore, the bracket 24 is attached to the low-
er surface of the lower wall 22A of the lamp housing 22
by being overlaid on substantially the central portion in
the vehicle width direction in the lower surface of the low-
er wall 22A such that each of the through holes of the flat
plate section 28 are communicated with each of the
through holes of the lower wall 22A of the lamp housing
22, and by the bolt 18 being inserted in each of the
through holes from a vehicle body downward side to be
screwed into the nut (illustration of which is omitted).
[0027] This results in a configuration in which the sen-
sor 30 (cover body 32) is provided vertically downwardly,
via the bracket 24, on the lower surface of the lower wall
22A of the lamp housing 22, and is separated by a gap
S1 (refer to Figs. 2 and 5) in the vehicle width direction
from an outward end surface 14A of the front bumper
reinforcement 14, and is separated by a gap S2 (refer to
Figs. 2 and 6) in a vehicle body vertical direction from an
upward end surface (hereafter, called "upper surface")
38A of the cover body 38 of the control device 36.
[0028] Note that a mounting position of the sensor 30,
that is, a way of determining the gaps S1, S2, and so on,
will be described in detail later. Moreover, a lower end
section of the bracket 24 to which the sensor 30 (cover
body 32) is attached is configured as a free end, and is
configured to be not connected (not joined) to another
vehicle component (illustration of which is omitted), or
the like.
[0029] In addition, as shown in Fig. 5, this sensor 30

is disposed obliquely to a vehicle body front-rear direction
and the vehicle width direction (so as to be directed front-
wards to an outer side in the vehicle width direction) in
planar view, and its installation angle with respect to the
vehicle body front-rear direction and the vehicle width
direction in planar view is assumed to be an angle at
which a detecting region (shown by an imaginary line D
in Fig. 5) in which the object is detected does not interfere
with (does not overlap) a turning region (imaginary line
R) of the front wheel 40.
[0030] Moreover, this sensor 30 has a detecting region
by which it is possible that, as shown in, for example, Fig.
7, in cases in which the vehicle 12 of oneself and a cross-
ing vehicle 13 of another person mutually enter an inter-
section, specifically, in a case in which the crossing ve-
hicle 13 approaches from a right side (or a left side) of
the vehicle 12 driven by oneself, a front section of the
crossing vehicle 13 separated by at least a distance L of
30 m from a vehicle width direction outer end section 12A
of a front section of the vehicle 12 in planar view, is de-
tected.
[0031] Note that this "distance L of 30 m" refers to a
distance calculated from the fact that in order for the ve-
hicle 12 to detect the crossing vehicle 13 two seconds
before collision when a speed of the vehicle 12 is, for
example, 30 km per hour to 60 km per hour which is a
speed limit of a city area, the crossing vehicle 13 must
be separated by 17 m to 33 m from the vehicle 12.
[0032] Now, the way of determining the mounting po-
sition (gaps S1, S2, and so on) of the sensor 30 provided
vertically downwardly via the bracket 24 on the lamp
housing 22, will be further described. This mounting po-
sition of the sensor 30 is determined based on a regula-
tory test. The "regulatory test" in the present embodiment
refers to a test described in GTR (Global Technical Reg-
ulation) NO. 9 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY (Established in
the Global Registry on 12 November 2008).
[0033] First, a way of determining a position in the ve-
hicle width direction (gap S1) and a position in the vehicle
body front-rear direction with respect to the front bumper
reinforcement 14 of the sensor 30, will be described.
What is shown by an imaginary line P1 in Fig. 5 is a
dummy member imitating a leg of a pedestrian. An entry
position and an entry amount to a vehicle body rearward
direction when the leg of the pedestrian has collided fur-
ther outward in the vehicle width direction than an out-
ward end section of the front bumper reinforcement 14,
of an entry region of the pedestrian with respect to the
vehicle 12 shown by an imaginary line K in Fig. 5, are
obtained based on conditions of the above-described
regulatory test for each vehicle type.
[0034] In the present embodiment, the mounting posi-
tion of the sensor 30 is determined with reference to the
entry position and the entry amount. Specifically, in order
that, in planar view, a vehicle width direction inward front
end section 32A of the cover body 32 of the sensor 30
will be further in the vehicle width outward direction to an
extent of a certain gap α than the entry position with re-
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spect to the front section of the vehicle 12 of the leg of
the pedestrian, that is, an actual strike-point position H,
the inward front end section 32A of the sensor 30 is dis-
posed in a position separated by the gap S1 (of not less
than the gap α) from the vehicle width direction outward
end surface 14A of the front bumper reinforcement 14,
and is disposed in a position that is further in the vehicle
body rearward direction to an extent of a certain gap β
than the above-described entry amount. Note that the
gaps α, β are assumed to be about 20 mm, for example.
[0035] Next, a way of determining a position in the ve-
hicle body vertical direction (gap S2) of the sensor 30 will
be described. What is shown by an imaginary line P2 in
Fig. 6 is a dummy member imitating the pedestrian. In a
case in which, as shown in Fig. 6, the pedestrian has
collided with the vehicle 12 and the pedestrian has ridden
up on an upper surface of the front section (engine hood
or front fender panel) of the vehicle 12, the front section
of the vehicle 12 is depressed in the vehicle body down-
ward direction by a weight of the pedestrian, and a de-
pression amount in the vehicle body downward direction
is obtained based on conditions of the above-described
regulatory test for each vehicle type.
[0036] In the present embodiment, the mounting posi-
tion of the sensor 30 is determined with reference to the
depression amount. Specifically, the sensor 30 has a low-
er surface 32B of its cover body 32 disposed further in
the vehicle body upward direction than the upper surface
38A of the cover body 38 of the control device 36 to an
extent of the gap S2 which is slightly larger than the
above-described depression amount with respect to the
front section of the vehicle 12 of the pedestrian. In other
words, the control device 36 (cover body 38) is attached
to the vehicle 12 such that the gap S2 separates the lower
surface 32B of the cover body 32 from the upper surface
38A of the cover body 38.
[0037] Next, operations of the mounting structure 10
of the sensor 30 according to the present embodiment
configured as above, will be described.
[0038] As described above, the sensor 30 is provided
vertically downwardly, via the bracket 24, on the lower
surface of the lower wall 22A of the lamp housing 22
configuring the headlamp 20. Moreover, this sensor 30
is disposed obliquely to the vehicle body front-rear direc-
tion and the vehicle width direction (so as to be directed
frontwards to an outer side in the vehicle width direction)
in planar view, and its installation angle is assumed to
be an angle at which a detecting region (imaginary line
D) in which the object is detected does not interfere with
a turning region (imaginary line R) of the front wheel 40.
[0039] Therefore, it is prevented that the front wheel
40 adversely affects detection by the sensor 30. For ex-
ample, it is prevented that the front wheel 40 is misde-
tected as the object by the sensor 30. In addition, as
shown in Fig. 7, in the case of detecting the crossing
vehicle 13 at an intersection, particularly, even in the case
of an intersection where there is a shielding object such
as a wall W in a position separated by 1 m in the vehicle

width direction from the vehicle 12 and visibility is poor,
the crossing vehicle 13 can be detected by the sensor
30. Moreover, even during running of the vehicle 12, an
alongside vehicle that is running along a side of the ve-
hicle 12 can be detected by this sensor 30, hence lane-
changing, and so on, can be assisted.
[0040] Incidentally, a frontward sensor (illustration of
which is omitted) being mounted close to a center in the
vehicle width direction of the front section of the vehicle
12, to detect frontwards of the vehicle 12 driven by one-
self, mainly a preceding vehicle, is known as prior art.
However, if attempting to achieve more highly precise
sensing in an automatic driving vehicle, mere detection
of frontwards of the vehicle 12 could not be said to be
sufficient.
[0041] In the present embodiment, the sensor 30 is
provided so as to have a detecting region that does not
interfere with the turning region of the front wheel 40,
hence sides to both left and right from a central section
in the vehicle width direction of the vehicle 12 and, fur-
thermore, the crossing vehicle 13 or the alongside vehicle
during lane-changing can be precisely detected. In other
words, the present embodiment makes it possible to
achieve more highly precise sensing in an automatic driv-
ing vehicle, and makes it possible to construct part of a
preventive safety system capable of handling a variety
of circumstances during running of the vehicle 12.
[0042] Moreover, as described above, the lower end
section of the bracket 24 to which the sensor 30 (cover
body 32) is attached is configured as a free end, and the
lower surface 32B of the cover body 32 of the sensor 30
is disposed so as to be separated by the gap S2 in the
vehicle body vertical direction from the upper surface 38A
of the cover body 38 of the control device 36.
[0043] Therefore, even if the pedestrian collides with
the front section of the vehicle 12 and, as shown in Fig.
6, the pedestrian rides up on the front section of the ve-
hicle 12 whereby a headlamp 20 side moves (is de-
pressed) in the vehicle body downward direction, the sen-
sor 30 (cover body 32) can move in the vehicle body
downward direction along with the bracket 24, hence a
reaction force (load) is not exerted on the pedestrian by
the sensor 30 (cover body 32). Hence, an injury value
exerted on the pedestrian can be reduced.
[0044] In addition, as shown in Fig. 5, the sensor 30
has the vehicle width direction inward front end section
32A of its cover body 32 disposed so as to be separated
by the gap S1 in the vehicle width direction from the ve-
hicle width direction outward end surface 14A of the front
bumper reinforcement 14. Moreover, in addition, this sen-
sor 30 (cover body 32) is disposed further in the vehicle
body rearward direction than the entry amount in the ve-
hicle body rearward direction of the leg of the pedestrian
obtained based on conditions of the above-described
regulatory test.
[0045] Therefore, even if the leg of the pedestrian col-
lides with the front section of the vehicle 12 further in in
the vehicle width outward direction than an outward end
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section in the vehicle width direction of the front bumper
reinforcement 14, it is suppressed or prevented that the
leg of the pedestrian collides with the sensor 30 (cover
body 32) via the front bumper cover. As a result, it can
be suppressed or prevented that a reaction force (load)
is exerted on the pedestrian by the sensor 30 (cover body
32), and the injury value exerted on the pedestrian can
be reduced.
[0046] Moreover, the bracket 24 to which the sensor
30 (cover body 32) is attached and the lamp housing 22
are made of a resin, hence, even supposing the leg of
the pedestrian collides with the sensor 30 (cover body
32) via the front bumper cover, the flat plate section 28
of the bracket 24 can be broken off (separated by split-
ting) from the lamp housing 22 due to input of a collision
load. Hence, even in this case, it can be suppressed or
prevented that a reaction force (load) is exerted on the
pedestrian by the sensor 30 (cover body 32), and the
injury value exerted on the pedestrian can be reduced.
[0047] In addition, this sensor 30 (cover body 32) is
provided vertically downwardly on the lower surface of
the lower wall 22A of the lamp housing 22 configuring
the headlamp 20, and is not provided at an inner surface
of the front bumper cover or at a front bumper retainer
(illustration of which is omitted), hence even when, for
example, an obstacle has collided with the front bumper
cover in a relatively minor way, there is no risk of a po-
sition or angle of the sensor 30 misaligning (it is difficult
for misalignment of a position or angle of the sensor 30
to occur).
[0048] Moreover, as shown in Fig. 1, because the sen-
sor can be seen if the front bumper cover is removed
(because it is possible to remove only the front bumper
cover from the vehicle 12 in a state where the sensor 30
is mounted in the vehicle 12), there is no need to change
a structure of the front bumper cover in order to measure
an installation state (position or angle) of the sensor 30.
In other words, the present embodiment makes it possi-
ble for the position or angle of the sensor 30 to be meas-
ured without affecting design of the vehicle 12.
[0049] The mounting structure 10 of the vehicle periph-
ery monitoring device (sensor 30) according to the
present embodiment has been described above based
on the drawings. However, the mounting structure 10 of
the vehicle periphery mounting device according to the
present embodiment is not limited to what is illustrated
in the drawings, and may have its design appropriately
changed in a range not departing from the spirit of the
present disclosure.
[0050] For example, the bracket 24 to which the sensor
30 (cover body 32) is attached is not limited to being
made of a resin, and may be made of a metal such as
sheet metal. Moreover, the vehicle component disposed
more to the vehicle body downward side than the head-
lamp 20 (sensor 30) is not limited to the control device 36.
[0051] In addition, the sensor 30 may adopt a config-
uration in which the upper end section of the cover body
32 housing the sensor 30 is attached directly to the lower

surface of the lower wall 22A of the lamp housing 22
configuring the headlamp 20, without mediation of the
bracket 24. Moreover, a joining means of the sensor 30
(cover body 32) to the supporting wall 26 of the bracket
24 or a joining means of the bracket 24 (flat plate section
28) to the lower wall 22A of the lamp housing 22 are not
limited to fastening by a bolt and a nut.

Claims

1. A mounting structure (10) of a vehicle periphery mon-
itoring device (30), comprising:

a front bumper reinforcement (14) that extends
along a vehicle width direction and is disposed
in a frontward end section at a vehicle body (12)
of a vehicle;
a headlamp (20) having a lamp housing (22), a
light source being housed in the lamp housing,
the headlamp being disposed further in a vehicle
body upward direction than the front bumper re-
inforcement and at an outward end section in
the vehicle width direction of the vehicle;
a vehicle component (36) disposed further in a
vehicle body downward direction than the head-
lamp; and
a vehicle periphery monitoring device disposed
further in a vehicle body downward direction
than a lower surface of the lamp housing, the
vehicle periphery monitoring device being sep-
arated by a first gap (S1) in the vehicle width
direction from an outward end surface (14A) in
the vehicle width direction of the front bumper
reinforcement, and being separated by a second
gap (S2) in a vehicle body vertical direction from
an upward end surface (38A) of the vehicle com-
ponent, the vehicle periphery monitoring device
detecting an object frontwards and outwards in
the vehicle width direction of the vehicle.

2. The mounting structure (10) of the vehicle periphery
monitoring device (30) according to claim 1, wherein
an installation angle in planar view of the vehicle pe-
riphery monitoring device is assumed to be an angle
at which a detecting region in which the object is
detected does not interfere with a turning region of
a front wheel (40).

3. The mounting structure (10) of the vehicle periphery
monitoring device (30) according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the vehicle periphery monitoring device is
attached to a bracket (24), the bracket suspends
downwardly in the vehicle vertical direction from the
lower surface of the lamp housing (22).
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